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Purpose of the paperPurpose of the paper

• A General introduction to IWL & FHH …open rather than 
close the debate between disciplines

•Consider gaps and overlaps between the disciplinesg p p p

•IWL has remedies for overt violations of State powerp
•FHH describes covert abuse of State power

•Can FHH contribute to the principles and mechanisms of 
IWL?

2• What is the scope for collaborative research?



IWL: MisconceptionsIWL: Misconceptions
• Public International Law: States can make law, individuals can’t.

• Consent > There is no supreme authority

M t l it i  d ti “ lf ti ”• Mutual monitoring and cooperation >“self executing”

• Principles but not precedent …interpretation by the parties...only p p p y p y
one real case put before the International Court.

• Sources of Law = “online generation of law” not only codified paper Sources of Law = online generation of law  not only codified paper 
law 

D l ti s  t bi di  th  l  ss id ls• Declarations are not binding, they only express ideals
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Sources of International LawSources of International Law
 

Source of Law Origin Notes

Treaty Negotiation and then written and 
given formal consent

Flexible > Don’t have to 
consent (to all of treaty)

Customary 
International Law

General practice & belief 
Decision by parties or judgement
M t b itt t b d

Over rides treaty… 
determined by applying 

i t di tMay not be written ..not based on 
history
eg Outer Space

reasoning to a dispute.

Jus Cogens “known law?” Doesn’t need to Cannot contract out EGJus Cogens known law?   Doesn t need to 
be written

Cannot contract out. EG 
Prohibition of Slavery 
/Genocide/Apartheid

General Principles Often from domestic law Used where treaty rules failGeneral Principles Often from domestic law Used where treaty rules fail 
to deliver justice.
Eg Equity
Pacta sunt servanda
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IWL Principles and water sharing
• Reasonable and Equitable Use (Helsinki Rules & UN Non 

nav convention)….7 or more aspects eg: availability of an 
lt tialternative

• Obligation to exchange data
• Obligation not to cause harmObligation not to cause harm
• Obligation to cooperate

A poorly written treaty is unlikely to provide the legal basis to 
remedy a dispute arising from the covert use of power.y p g p

To grasp hegemony we probably need to go beyond treaty law.

Identify the legal threshold separating conflict from dispute.
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FHH assisting IWL:  Identifying Covert Uses of Power

+ Agenda Setting,    Master Planning, etc.
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FHH assisting IWL:  Describing State Practice

What is ‘FAIR’?                 What is ‘UNFAIR’?

FAIR (?) UNFAIR (?)( ) ( )

Is IWRM ‘Fair’? 

what if it does not lead to ‘rational’ resource management?

Is Cooperation ‘Fair’?

but what is the level or real utility of cooperation?

Is Compliance with IWL ‘equitable and reasonable’ fair?   
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Is Compliance with IWL equitable and reasonable  fair?   

May be…
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Conclusions 1Conclusions 1
Principle of Reasonable and equitable usep q

• presently a treaty provision not yet binding customary 
l  law. 

• Law is blind to covert negative-sum HH hence cannot 
apply the principle  apply the principle. 

• Need to describe covert negative-sum HH in terms 
accessible to the law…extend notion beyond treaty law.y y

• Hegemony diminishes the appeal of the principle
• To enable the hegemon and the hegemonised to mutually 

l l lconsent to international law don’t dangle the carrot of 
the benefits before the parties, but remove the stick of 
hegemony ?
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Conclusions 2
States that consent to law are likely to consent to principles 

of equitable and reasonable use of waterof equitable and reasonable use of water

• Signatories are likely to follow self executing remediesSignatories are likely to follow self executing remedies
to their problems

• But it is in the gap between workable treaties and an 
overt acts of aggression to capture control over water gg p
that much of the inequality over shared water is found.

• A four part legal model:  - have no water /workable 
treaty/covert hegemony/ overt conflict
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Conclusions 3Conclusions 3
To achieve a legal grasp of covert negative hegemony we need
– An effective knowledge of how to measure and determine the An effective knowledge of how to measure and determine the 

consequences of hegemonic power as a basis for resolution of 
water disputes. Is negative hegemony happening?

– To draw upon a deep pool of existing knowledge regarding 
working with parties in dispute and so describe the legal basis wor ng w th part es n d spute and so descr e the ega  as s 
for remedies and support to counter negative hegemony. How to 
require its prevention

– To describe the existing general practices of States which 
create or prevent negative hegemony and so contribute to the 
development of customary law. Nurture good general state 
practice 
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